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Introduction
Concept of User-Centric Network

As we entrust safe-storage of our passwords and online activity data to 

third parties on the app-centric internet of today, we are often asked to 

comply with ambiguous and unfair privacy policies handing over con-

trol of our own data. As a result, our data is often harvested and used in 

ways we do not have a say in.

Litentry is helping support change that in favor of a user-centric network 

with the blockchain. That means the internet should be dominated by 

users. We decide what services or apps to users, where our private data 

is stored, the decision should not be limited by the migration cost or spe-

cific terms. The profit generated by the user data should go back to the 

user, instead of mainly flowing to service providers/companies. 

Litentry includes an identity-based network and related tools, features an 

identity matching and identity staking mechanism, as a whole it consists 

of decentralized identity and user activity data management infrastruc-

ture.

The protocol and network designed at the start not only fits the internet 

but also fits to all the digital services in the real world.

Introduction
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Highlights

Blockchain Powered

 Litentry is built on Substrate, which inherits 

great features and the best technologies in the 

Blockchain industry. Litentry aims to be the 

Parachain of Polkadot Network and benefit 

from the thriving cross-chain ecosystem and 

shared security.

Privacy Focused

Data protection is the fundamental of Litentry 

network. The identity matching mechanism on 

Litentry supports an incognito on-chain data 

process without any data stored or sold.

Identity Monetization

Users get reward by staking their identity-relat-

ed data with privacy protection, and could get 

profit by selling identity matching opportuni-

ties.

Decentralized Ecosystem Contributor

Share the identity anonymously between differ-

ent platforms, a user does not need to create 

multiple accounts in order to use different ser-

vices, and prevent these services for building 

user profiles. Litentry network and tools enable 

building DApp with no password, no registra-

tion, and no migration barriers. Litentry and 

decentralized ecosystems benefit each other.

Introduction
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Definitions

Identity Owner

The origin of data, it could be any entity who 

holds identities, person, group, or organiza-

tion, the owner has an account on the block-

chain-based network.

Identity Subject

It is a generalized concept of identity, not only 

including the identity of a person, but also 

anything that has related data and could claim 

the ownership of data. A person could own 

multiple identities, like an identity only related 

to music, an identity only related to data in Ger-

many, or an identity as a game player. 

Introduction

DID

or  Decentralized Identifier according to W3C 

standard, it does not have any meaning but an 

URL anchored to (staking) identity document. Identity Contributor

the third-party apps/services send identity-re-

lated data to the identity owner. It is not neces-

sarily decentralized services/apps, but central-

ized applications/services that support user 

data exporting.

Identity Document

data generated when using the applications/

services and anchored with identity, like the 

shopping history when a user shopping in an 

online store or the age data read from an age 

proving request. It could be the data store lo-

cally or stored in a third-party’s database.

Staking Identity Document

If an identity is staked in the Litentry network, 

a snapshot of the selected part of an identity 

document is created. This snapshot called 

Staking Identity Document is encrypted and 

stored in a decentralized store.
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Authorization Token

A piece of data proves the read or write per-

mission to identity’s external data. Like the 

permission to read the age data of a person. 

An authorization token could be used for 2FA 

authentication when a user login to a decen-

tralized app/service.

Introduction

Data Resolver

A function to format an identity document of 

a third-party data schema to a staking identity 

document of a registered data schema.

Identity Guardian

The third-party provides identity document 

resolve functions and identity validation func-

tions.
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Concept of Decentralization

Decentralization of identity storage

identity documents should be stored in decen-

tralized storage, instead of the central data 

server of the service provider, currently we 

support IPFS, in the future, we will have other 

storage support like Arwaeve or Litentry native 

on-chain secret store.

Decentralization of identity authentication

The identity validator directly connects to the 

decentralized network, and it could validate the 

authentication request independently.

Introduction

The decentralization of Litentry is complied with W3C DID Standard, 

includes the following features:

Decentralization of identity relationships

The relationship of data, and identity could be 

validated with cryptographic calculation, and it 

is also registered in the decentralized network 

instead of regular centralized services like Cer-

tificate Authority used in HTTPS protocol. Dif-

ferent identities belonging to the owner are not 

discoverable and protected by Schnorr25519 

Algorithm.

Decentralization of Identity Data Allocation

The user data generated when using third-par-

ty applications/services could be validated and 

processed by the resolver function of decen-

tralized Identity guardians on Litentry Network, 

thus providing identity matching with trustwor-

thy data from variant origins.
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Background

Identity Matching

Every 2-sided marketplace has some common denominators.  The Mul-

ti-Sided Platform like Uber, Airbnb or eBay is in the business of efficiently 

matching members of the supply side to those on the demand side, and 

get profits by adding fees. The core service of any multi-sided platform 

is in match-making.

Identity matching-making consists of a major part of the whole mar-

ketplace. For example, Tinder matches identity’s gender data, LinkedIn 

matches identity’s professional skills data, Tandem matches identity’s 

language preferences to find language partners, etc. But in terms of 

identity’s privacy, there is following two main problems:

1. The user data stored in centralized storage, no technical ways to 

protect it. A lot of platform applications get profits mostly by selling user 

data. Even for big internet giant companies, Every year we hear data 

leaking or password compromised news.

2. In a multi-side platform, a buyer wants to get more sellers, a seller 

wants to get more buyers, a good way to do that is to have more attrac-

tive information for the other side. But it often involves identity’s privacy, 

like if a user is open to a new job or if a user is in a relationship. Users 

only want to make this private data public to the matchwinner instead of 

every buyer.

Identity Matching
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Solutions

Identity Matching

Litentry uses blockchain technology to solve the above two problems 

and introduce an efficient identity matching mechanism with privacy 

protected.

1. Litentry uses DID as an anchor for identity documents, and stores 

DIDs and identity document types to an identities pool, with (staking) 

identity documents encrypted and stored in decentralized storage, which 

ensures that no private data is stored on a single node in the network.

2. Litentry implements blind matching-making with random anonymous 

identities picked from on-chain identities pool, and matching data is pro-

cessed by the substrate off-chain worker. The request sends the match-

winner’s DID as a matching opportunity back to the matching buyer. The 

buyer does not have access to other identities in the identities pool but 

only the matchwinner’s DID.
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Implementation

The identity matching process includes the following steps:

Identity Matching

Matching Request

Matching buyers require matching data with selected data types and 

criteria, which consist of a matching query.

Match Pre-Making

Nodes in the network will now start to generate a list with random pick-

ing DIDs that have the required type of data, randomness is produced by 

the states of the blockchain. The length of the list is decided by the fees 

the matching buyer paid, the more matching buyers pay, the bigger the 

list is. And the on-chain randomness makes sure each time the result 

list would be different, so the user has the motivation to make the query 

multiple times.
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Match Making

A permissioned data query of the list is sent to the external storage and 

the related identity documents are sent back to the network and are re-

ceived by the off-chain worker. Now the off-chain worker will decrypt the 

data, use the selection algorithms to get the best suitable identity docu-

ment for the buyer, and send the matchwinner DID back to the matching 

buyer.

Matching Fee Distribution

The matchwinner will get the most of the fee paid by the buyer, the fee 

also goes to the rest of the members in the list, Litentry also gets a small 

part of the fee as protocol maintainer. In addition to that, if the staking 

identity document is contributed by a decentralized app/services reg-

istered in the Litentry network, this identity contributor will also benefit 

from the matching fee. With matchwinner DID, the matching buyer could 

messaging the matchwinner through a P2P mobile or web app.

Identity Matching
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Identity Staking
Requirements & Solutions

Identity Staking

The more validated identities in the network, the more efficient the 

matching market and identity matching is. 

Litentry uses identity staking to import identities into the identity pool 

with identity privacy protected.

The process that an identity owner sends the snapshot of their identity 

document and DID to the identities pool of blockchain, and authorize the 

read permissions to the validator node is called identity staking.

Each block of the Litentry blockchain will have a fixed amount of native 

token, thus every block an identity staker will get rewarded according to 

the ratio of staking identity value to the value of the entire identities pool. 

The staking document value will be quantitated by the identity guardian 

during the staking process.
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Implementation

The identity staking process includes the following steps: 

Identity Staking

Identity Preparation

An identity staker who wants to stake an identity into the identities pool 

need to prepare an identity document either from:

1. Identity document stored in decentralized storage and signed by iden-

tity contributor

2. Third-party stored identity data authorized by single sign-on

3. A downloaded identity-related file with a certain format of third-party

Identity  Data Picking

Then the identity owner chooses which kind of the data he wants to 

stake into the pool, only the picked type will be available for data match-

ing, also the more data the identity document includes, the more values 

the staking document has, the more rewards staker gets. A staker will 

need to pay a validation fee to the identity guardian and a basic staking 

deposit.
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Staking Identity Validation

The identity document will be sent to randomly selected identity guard-

ians on chain, identity guardians will analyze the correctness and com-

pleteness of the data, and also make HTTPS requests with the identity 

owner’s JSON web token (JWT) to ask the identity contributor.

The validation has three possible results:

1. If anyone of the guardians rejects the staking request, the staking 

process is failed, and part of the fee will be returned, the guardian has no 

money.

2. If all guardians approved the identity document, the DID with author-

ized types will go into the identities pool, the fee paid to guardians. 

3. Same as above, If all guardians approved the identity document, and 

identity with authorized types will go into the identities pool. But if mali-

cious data is found for this identity document in a later block, the guard-

ians will be challenged by the on-chain governance, a part of the reward 

of all the approved guardians will be slashed, this slashing amount is 

decided by the existing blocks number of the malicious data. 

The validation process protects that no one reuses other’s identity docu-

ments for staking, or uses fake or meaningless data for staking.

Identity Staking
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Staking Identity Finalization

The value of the staking identity document will be judged by its com-

pleteness, relevance to the type of identity, and finally be quantitated and 

stored into on-chain storage. The DID as a data anchor is stored on-

chain, the related identity document is encrypted and stored in the de-

centralized storage. the identity owner will receive rewards at each block 

afterward, and the reward is bound to the staking identity until it retires 

from the identities pool.

Staking Identity Retirement

After a certain block, the staking identity will be retired from the identi-

ties pool, after that, the rewards bound to the identity and the deposit will 

be released. An identity owner could update the identity data and then 

staking it again.

Identity Staking
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Privacy Protection

Privacy Protection

Privacy protection is the fundamental of the Litentry Project. Litentry 

does not make profits with any data selling services. Instead, Litentry 

gets profits by selling identity matching opportunities.

    The staking identity document is stored into 

an external decentralized storage, and encrypt-

ed by the node’s public key, only the validation 

node can access it.

    Only the DID is in the on-chain storage, only 

the DID is sent back to the matching buyer. 

    The identity document processing is handled 

by the off-chain worker, process functions are 

transparent.

    Identity guardian validates identity docu-

ments in a TEE environment and has the moti-

vation to keep private data protected because 

they do not want to be slashed from the net-

work.
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Token Economics
Economy Participants

Token Economics

Identity Staker

A user who has an identity record on chain, 

and has staked the identity into the identities 

pool.

Identity Guardian

Guardian setup validating strategies of the 

staking identities, to prove there is no fake 

data, the validation process could be an on-

chain function or external services called by 

HTTPS request with the off-chain worker.
External Storage

Decentralized storage records identity docu-

ments. (Currently IPFS, in the future we may 

add more database support)

Node

The maintainer of the network, its task is to 

record the state of the network, and respond 

to data matching queries, sending data access 

requests to external storage, and use the off-

chain workers to validate the correctness of 

the identity staking data.

Matching Buyer

An entity requests a matching identity (list) 

according to the data types/requirements.

Identity Contributor

there are two types of identity contributor:

1. Decentralized services/apps generate the data when the user inter-

acts with DApp is signed by the data generator.

2. Centralized services/apps may support identity data exporting, it may 

be signed or not. If it is signed, and the data generator is registered on 

the Litentry network, the data generator also benefits from data queries.
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Incentivization

Token Economics

Basics

Each block the network will give a fixed amount native token reward to 

the validation node as network maintainer, and also give a fixed amount 

native token reward to the identity stakers.
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For Identity Staker

The profit of identity staker is from two parts, 1. Block Reward: Once 

staking DID is into the identities pool, the identity staker will get the 

reward each block. 2. Matching Fee: Once match-making finishes with a 

staking identity, the matched identity owner will get paid. 

For Identity Guardian

Identity guardians have motivation because they will get validating fees 

from validating and processing staking identity documents.

So in the early stage, the matching requests are not big enough, the iden-

tity staker will mostly benefit from the block reward. When the network 

gets more user and becomes mature, the share of the matching fee will 

be more evenly distributed to the quality identity staker. Thus a staker’s 

main benefit is matching fees.

In addition to that, an explicit benefit for identity staker is that the staking 

identity document is validated by the identity guardian, and thus improv-

ing authenticity. The staking identity document could be queried from 

Litentry by the user’s permission and be used as a claim.

An approval on staking identity documents could return a guardian the 

most of the fee, but they will get punishment and deposit will be slashed 

by the governance if they did irresponsible validation or stolen user data. 

So guardians also have the motivation to do a close inspection and 

make rejections.

Token Economics
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For Dapp as Data Contributor

Explicit benefits are the grants from Litentry Foundation, each success 

match will pay a fee back to the data contributor. Implicit benefits are: It 

is a new way to attract new users since users could allocate their own 

data. And for users from other DApp, there is no migration cost, they 

have the motivation to make innovation instead of building business 

protections.

For Node

As the network maintainer, they will get native token rewards from Liten-

try Foundation.

For External Storage

Identity owners pay a regular storage fee to the external storage, so they 

are willing to provide their services for identity owners.

Token Economics
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Products
For Developers

Products

The ecosystem needs the DApp as identity contributors, we are building 

essential tools for developers to easily create DApp connect to Litentry.

Litentry Network / Runtime

The core of Litentry, built with Substrate, it inherits great features and the 

best technologies in the blockchain industry. We aim to be the Parachain 

of Polkadot Network and benefit from the thriving cross-chain ecosys-

tem and shared security. Runtime’s off-chain worker protects the privacy 

of data generation and distribution processes.

Litentry SDK

Currently support Javascript, with the integration of Substrate and IPFS, 

offer scaffold and tools for developers to build client-side applications 

running on Web, mobile, and IoT devices. More programming languages 

and decentralized data storages interfaces are in the plan.

Litentry GraphQL Cache Server

Provider decent reading performance of off-chain data to facilitate appli-

cation building and prototyping. Since decentralized storage like IPFS is 

still in development, we use the GraphQL server to record events happen 

on-chain and caching anonymous data to improve client-side app user 

experience.
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Litentry Light Client Services

Decentralized background mobile application. It enables mobile applica-

tions for Litentry to be completely independent of any third-party server. 

Mobile applications will connect directly to the Litentry blockchain net-

work and decentralized storage rather than a single node. It also enables 

notification from blockchain rather than Apple or Google’s message 

center.

For Users

On the user side, we have Litentry Authenticator as the user’s mobile 

data hub. Data Explorer for users to check their own data, and DApp 

Playground to demo the potentials of the user-centric web. 

Litentry Authenticator

Authentication is the passport to the user’s identity document, so we 

built the Litentry Authenticator ourselves.

Litentry Authenticator is a mobile identity and data hub for a decentral-

ized web. It features 2FA and versatile app/service interfacing, crypto 

wallet, aliases identity generation, private data aggregation, and NFT 

data authorization.

In the future it will also integrate identity staking and identity matching 

services.

Products
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DApp Playground

Collections of DApp samples built on Litentry. It demonstrates how the 

decentralized 2FA works, and how the DApp works on Litentry, currently 

there is a decentralized music app and a decentralized tweeting app for 

users to play.

Try the Playground now, no registration, no password, no App migration 

barriers.

IPFS Data Explorer

Data explorer for user’s decentralized identity documents. Users could 

check the details of owned identities, interact with data analysis tools, 

and set specific access control.

Products
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Road Map
Runtime Upgrade

Road Map
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Road Map
Ecosystem Building

Road Map
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